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The aide looked puzzled. “Isn’t Lu Hongguang treating this boy as a VIP? Why didn’t he 

solve the problem for him?” 

Naturally, an aide would not be able to comprehend what Lu Hongguang was thinking. 

He had actually dealt with Ning Xingpeng for so many years as well as had actually 

accomplished fifty percent of the success. He had never ever had an outright benefit, and Lu 

Hongguang had never ever seen an innovation. 

Today’s situation was a development for Lu Hongguang. 

He didn’t recognize who Samuel was, yet he recognized that Samuel had an incredible 

power. If Ning Yu offended him, would not it be equivalent to Ning Xingpeng annoying 

such a big shot? 

This was a chance that came down from the skies. How could a thoughtful individual like Lu 

Hongguang miss it? 

 

” With Young Master Ning as witness, I don’t think you 2 require me to confirm your 

identifications. Do you want me to do it on your own or by myself?” The security captain 

stated to Samuel. 

Samuel considered Ning Yu and also claimed comfortably, “Ning Yu, we have nothing to do 

with each other. Today’s issue has nothing to do with you.” 

” Of program it has nothing to do with me. I just do not desire an item of garbage like you 

to wreck Uncle Lu’s event. Ning Yu aimed about and continued, “These people are all stars 

in Rong City, big shots. 

 

These words not only belittled Samuel, yet additionally flattered the others. It could be 

considered as Ning Yu’s compassion to these individuals, which was a way to attract them 

over to his side. 



When those people listened to Ning Yu’s words, they all laughed complacently. They were 

all Lu Hongguang’s individuals, it was also a method to verify their value by being valued by 

Ning Yu. 

” Ning Yu, outsiders state that you are young as well as arrogant, however it seems that it is 

not total today.” 

” Yeah, it appears that the outside world has too much bias versus you, a rich young 

master.” 

” Those are rumors. It’s uncommon nowadays to see a young man like Ning Yu, who is so 

practical.” 

It had actually constantly been courteous to flatter them. Given That Ning Yu had given 

them candies to consume, they normally wanted to give him some desserts. 

Ning Yu really did not expect that there would be such unexpected gains today. If they 

made a good impression on him, it would be easier to draw him over to their side in the 

future. If Ning Xingpeng knew about this, he would definitely be rewarded with a couple of 

million spending money. 

” Senior citizens, you are all decent individuals to me, Ning Yu. After completing speaking, 

Ning Yu transformed to Samuel as well as reprimanded in a chilly voice, “Obtain out of here. 

” What can you do to us if we do not leave?” Qingyun shouted. 

Ning Yu’s face was chilly, and also he said with a cool smile, “You will not leave? Let’s see 

exactly how capable you are.” 

Seeing Ning Yu strolling towards him, Qingyun quickly hid behind Samuel and also stated, 

“Boss, you have to shield me. I’m such a fragile flower. If I get injured by him, I will not be 

able to stand up until I depend on the healthcare facility for 8 or 10 years.” 

Seeing that Qingyun was concealing, Ning Yu put his hand on Samuel’s shoulder and also 

drew him hard, all set to pull him out. 

Nevertheless, despite the fact that Ning Yu had actually utilized all his toughness, he can 

stagnate Samuel in all. He felt that Samuel was like a stone column that had actually sunk 

into the ground. 



” You will not quit until you see the casket, will you?” Ning Yu stated, gritting his teeth. 

” That’s preferable for you,” Samuel claimed. 

Ning Yu was furious. He swung his fist at Samuel as well as cursed, “Fuck you. You do not 

understand what’s good for you. You asked for it.” 

In their eyes, Samuel really did not understand what was great for him. If he had to upset 

Ning Yu, would he have an excellent end? He had to compel Ning Yu to take activity. 

Samuel twisted his head a little as he turned his fist at Ning Yu. He had actually dodged by a 

hair’s breadth as well as kicked Ning Yu’s reduced abdominal areas. 

Ning Yu cried out hurting as he retreated, then was up to the ground. 

Ning Yu glared at Samuel madly. When had anyone risked to annoy him as well as defeat 

him? 

Ning Yu stood up, shivering, and also claimed maliciously, “Regardless of who you are 

today, I will maim you.” 

 


